The Evergreen State College
Evergreen New Student Survey 2010
Olympia Campus
Information About Evergreen That Was Hard to Find
The Evergreen New Student Survey 2010 included the open‐ended question: “Was there any information about
Evergreen that was hard to find?” Olympia campus respondents’ comments were categorized and are
summarized over the next two pages. Some comments had multiple themes; therefore, categories are not
mutually exclusive.
Was there any information about Evergreen that was hard to find?
Percent of
Number of
First‐time,
First‐time,
First‐
First‐years
years**
(N=227)*
Yes, there was information that was
96
42.3%
hard to find
No/Nothing/Not Applicable without
114
50.2%
additional details
No/Nothing with additional details
17
7.5%

Number of
Transfer
Students
(N=196)*

Percent of
Transfer
Students**

95

48.4%

79

40.3%

22

11.2%

*N refers to the number of students who responded to the question.
**Percentages exclude 244 first‐time, first‐years and 267 transfer students who skipped the question.

More than half of first‐time, first‐years (57.7%) and transfer students (51.5%) who responded to this question
indicated that no information was difficult to find. A small number wrote positive comments about their ability to
find information from a variety of sources such as the website, current students, alumni, and college staff. These
comments included “…The website was well‐designed and informative.” and “…Everyone seemed so helpful or
willing to help everyone.” There were also a few comments in which students indicated that they were able to
find information but with qualifications. These comments included “…A little time and all the information was
there.” and “No‐ website is difficult to navigate.” Individual comments are provided at the end of this document.
The table on the next page summarizes themes among students’ comments regarding information that was hard
to find. The most common theme was difficulty finding information about class schedules and descriptions, the
catalog, and registration. This was mentioned by 25.1% of all Olympia respondents, 13.5% of first‐time, first‐years
and 36.8% of Olympia transfer students who indicated they had difficulty finding information.
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Themes among new students reporting difficulties in finding information
(Categories are not mutually exclusive)
First‐time, First‐years
All Olympia
Respondents (N=191)*
(N=96)*
N
%
N
%
Class schedules and
descriptions, catalog, and
48
25.1%
13
13.5%
registration
Difficulty in website navigation,
36
18.8%
14
14.6%
other web‐specific comments
Financial aid information and
26
13.6%
15
15.6%
cost information
Application/Admissions/Enroll
20
10.5%
15
15.6%
ment/Before Classes Start
Residential and Dining Services
16
8.4%
14
14.6%
Evergreen’s unique structure
9
4.7%
4
4.2%
Student activities, clubs,
8
4.2%
5
5.2%
recreational opportunities
Physical campus information
(directions, buildings, tours,
7
3.7%
6
6.3%
parking, etc.)
Completion and life after
6
3.1%
3
3.1%
graduation
Student life
6
3.1%
3
3.1%
Contacting different
6
3.1%
2
2.1%
faculty/offices
Advising information
6
3.1%
1
1.0%
Dates, deadlines, and
6
3.1%
1
1.0%
important events
myevergreen.edu items:
5
2.6%
4
4.2%
Student ID, Login Info, etc.
Alternative Study Options
(e.g.,Study Abroad, PLE,
4
2.1%
4
4.2%
Internships)
Transferring credits and Upside
4
2.1%
3
3.1%
Down program
Translating Evergreen for
3
1.6%
2
2.1%
external audiences
Support Services
3
1.6%
1
1.0%
Book lists and Evergreen
3
1.6%
0
0.0%
Bookstore
Other things hard to find/
11
5.8%
6
6.3%
unavailable
Something unspecified difficult
5
2.6%
4
4.2%
to find

Transfer Students
(N=95)*
N
%
35

36.8%

22

23.2%

11

11.6%

5

5.3%

2
5

2.1%
5.3%

3

3.2%

1

1.1%

3

3.2%

3

3.2%

4

4.2%

5

5.3%

5

5.3%

1

1.1%

0

0.0%

1

1.1%

1

1.1%

2

2.1%

3

3.2%

5

5.3%

1

1.1%

*N refers to the number of students who indicated there was something hard to find on the website
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The individual comments that were included in each category are detailed below. Some students had comments
that fit within multiple categories and may be listed more than once.
Class schedules and descriptions, catalog and registration
First‐time, first‐years
answers about classes, financial aid, and registration i couldn't find out until meeting with a counselor. once at the campus
it was just hard to navigate
Course numbers/classes available to freshman
Course Registration Numbers for the Fall 2010 were so.hard.to.find.
CRN's! Other than that, not really. The Evergreen website provides plenty of accesible information for anyone seeking it.
Information about exactly what the programs are
Just what classes had to offer, and programs like the arts.
Night and weekend classes
when night and weekend classes were available, but that's been fixed.
Once I was accepted, I had trouble staying in contact with the final steps on being fully admitted. Such as signing up for
classes online. It was a bit confusing so I had to drive up from Portland to find someone to help me. I was then happy with
the help I then received.
Schedules seemed hard to find, important dates and little information like that.
Some of the classes that I wanted weren't offered and were last year.
tuition and class information
What programs were before first visit
Transfer students
Class information and flow of the online services.
class schedules (N=2)
Class schedules! would be nice if a general schedule was out for classes slightly earlier...
Class times (N=3)
Course descriptions
Dates and times for classes are not easy to find or even available for most programs until the quarter is about to start which
does not give enough time to plan ahead for those of us who want or need to work.
Finding the schedules for the classes was difficult. The upper division science credits were a foreign concept not explained
to me well (probably not as important to freshmen as to transfer students).
How class scheduling works
i had trouble figuring out the fiber arts program‐ i couldnt find info on the website. when i visited the campus, i was told
the staff is taking time off. when i registered for classes, i found an independent contract.... it was really unclear.
I have registered for class, but do not understand where to find the information that describes the time commitment.
I haven't been able to find my class schedule/when my class will be meeting.
It is a little frustrating not knowing the time and days that classes meet.
It was a bit confusing at first to find the course reference numbers and enrollment reports.
It was difficult to locate the class information needed to search for books on the book store site
It was extremely difficult finding courses to coincide with 8‐12 unit programs, especially when class schedules are not
finalized.
knowing schedules when applying to programs.
languages...on the website it was easy to find the courses but simple classes like primary languages...a little hard to find
Not particularly. Some of the course numbers for registration.
Registering for classes on the web‐sight was hard.
Schedules of classes Fall 2010!
Signing up for my first class was a rather tedious adventure
Some classes information was hard to find ‐ times, days, etc.
The best _strategy_ for registering for classes and managing waitlist positions in order to maximize the chances of getting
into my first choice program. Note: NOT the technical aspects of using the my.evergreen.edu interface, rather the strategy
of how the registration process works, with the timeslots, and knowing how the waitlists work in order to make an
educated choice.
The medical assisting program was not known to the student advisors.
The times and schedules of classes online
The writing classes were extremely hard to find
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Class schedules and descriptions, catalog and registration, cont’d
Transfer students
What to do if you can't get into the classes you want.
Where my classes will be. Had a hard time finding what building. Also, after being registered after being on a waitlist I had
no email confirmation
Yes, clear lists of classes online, some info feels really scattered on website.
yes, how many credits each program offered per subject
Difficulty in website navigation, other web-specific comments
First‐time, first‐years
Financial aid information of the website has a little confusing to figure out.
I didn't know how to say yes, and it took me a while to find the link for enrollment.
I had a lot of trouble navigating the Evergreen site.
Most information is difficult to find online because the website is not set up very well.
Navigating was just difficult enough to make me call to get information about over‐night stays instead of of finding it out on
the internet...Maybe I gave up too easily though.I was short of time. // not really. I wanted more reviews.
Study Abroad programs were difficult to understand/out of date on the website
The website in general is SOOO hard to navigate!!
the website is horribly confusing
The website is not the most user‐friendliest of all websites.
the website is really hard to get around, if that was the only way i had known about TESC i wouldnt have bothered, but all
the emails i have sent were quickly responded to, so that makes up for it.
The website was a bit confusing.
The website was a little difficult for me; it took some getting used to.
The website was a little difficult to navigate
Website not as smooth as it could be
Transfer students
At first, the web site is tough to negotiate
Class information and flow of the online services.
Difficult to navigate on the Evergreen website. Layout for current students page when logged in does not make sense
unless you know what you are looking for and what the institution calls it. I realize web design is difficult but, I still do not
know if I need books for my class(es). I've spent time on the website just perhaps not enough.
Earlier this year, there was a period of time where the forms for financial aid information were mixed up and the links on
the website all took me to the wrong place or didn't work.
i had trouble figuring out the fiber arts program‐ i couldnt find info on the website. when i visited the campus, i was told
the staff is taking time off. when i registered for classes, i found an independent contract.... it was really unclear.
I think finding information on the web site is annoying, but I think all the college websites that I've visited are annoying.
It took me a while to figure out how the website was laid out, but once I did I could find everything I needed.
languages...on the website it was easy to find the courses but simple classes like primary languages...a little hard to find
Navigating the website is troublesome with the way the information there is organized
No‐ website is difficult to navigate
Occasionally when using the websight: clicking on a link takes you to a page that is not found.
Registering for classes on the web‐sight was hard.
The times and schedules of classes online
The web site is anti‐intuitive and seems a bit obtuse...
The website in general is harder to navigate then most university websites I have been on.
The website is not entirely user friendly. Multiple hits need to be made in order to find the exact piece of information that
is needed.
The website is sometimes difficult to navigate. Particularly with finding contacts.
until I become more familiar with the web‐site, I am sure I will have questions that I cannot find on my own and will seek
guidance (as I already have)
Website difficult to navigate. Student login and email rediculas w/ 3 separate login requirements using same information
Working links for Evergreen scholarship/grant opportunities
Yes, clear lists of classes online, some info feels really scattered on website.
yes. on the website I couldn't locate a campus map.
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Financial aid information and cost information
First‐time, first‐years
answers about classes, financial aid, and registration i couldn't find out until meeting with a counselor. once at the campus
it was just hard to navigate
Due lates for financial aid. Seriously, fuck deadlines. I was accepted […] after everything was due. At the very least tell me
during the acceptance phone call.
Financial Aid Information
Financial aid information of the website has a little confusing to figure out.
How americorps grants work at evergreen
How much tuition and cost of living might be, as well as if I have been accepted to the Sustainability Dorm room...
I am a GET student with scholarships and financial aid, I had a really hard time finding out how much I really needed to pay
for tuition. The scale supplied in my.evergreen did not help me.
Information on scholarships was very difficult to find.
It was difficult for me to find information about scholarships and financial aid.
Required financial aid documents
Scholarships were put on the website quite late.
Summer housing
The only information that was particularly difficult to find was specific info about credit for IB test scores./Certain financial
aid questions were hard to answer from the website.
The scholarship information was slightly difficult to find, as well as information about how Evergreen accepts AP credits.
tuition and class information
Transfer students
Available Scholarships.
Costs and fees adjusted for decisions such as "Without Food Plan"
Earlier this year, there was a period of time where the forms for financial aid information were mixed up and the links on
the website all took me to the wrong place or didn't work.
financial aid for interested friends
Financial aid information for students with special financial situations.
Financial Aid was very difficult to understand and navigate. Staff were'nt very helpful.
Financial Aid.
I still have not been able to find out how I apply for student loans.
Information about obtaining residency for tuition purposes...had to wait almost 3 hrs due to lack of informations and
communication
staff has been very helpful. the only hold‐up has been financial aid‐related‐ it would be really nice if i knew about all the
forms i needed beforehand, so they wouldnt have to keep sending me new ones that i need to return by a certain date. I
filled out the FAFSA on time, but i still have no idea how much financial aid i will be able to get, whether i will need loans
and what i do to get them, whether i am going to need to have a job, etc.
Working links for Evergreen scholarship/grant opportunities
Application/Admissions/Enrollment/Before Classes Start
First‐time, first‐years
1. How to be accepted 2. Olympia Campus 3. How to start my email
All things/ forms I need to get in
During application and things thereafter, I had a hard time knowing what to do next.
Finding the requirements I need for Masters in Teaching.
I didn't know how to say yes, and it took me a while to find the link for enrollment.
I didn't know I needed immunization records
I prefer efficiency when I need to complete a series of tasks, so would have preferred the application process, etc to lay
things out in a list format.
Navigating through the application process.
applications for students from high schools abroad
Once I was accepted, I had trouble staying in contact with the final steps on being fully admitted. Such as signing up for
classes online. It was a bit confusing so I had to drive up from Portland to find someone to help me. I was then happy with
the help I then received.
Orientation Week Information
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Application/Admissions/Enrollment/Before Classes Start (cont’d)
First‐time, first‐years
RESIDENCY REQUIREMENTS!! I was a minor until June of this year and I still am unsure if I qualify for resident tuition. My
parents do not live here and I have been supporting myself for the past year. The person in charge of the Residency Office
was very unhelpful!
The essentials.. For instance.. Housing, Award letter..
The MMR immunization sheet along with other required documents.
What I actually need to bring.
Transfer students
How exactly to apply as a homeschooled student. It was very frustrating and surprising that, after submitting my application,
I was told that I would need to provide a "high school diploma" while no one in admissions seemed to know exactly what
sort of document would serve as a high school diploma.
I am having trouble figuring out what to do now that I have gotten in and signed up for classes. I wish there was a timeline of
what to expect in between applying and the first day of class. I would also like a sort of handbook guide to what you were
supposed to learn at orientation and planning seminars for those who were unable to attend. However, the website is
extremely useful, much better than those of other colleges.
I'm still not sure if I'm supposed to go to the new student orientation, I didn't received very much information from student
services or whomever after I was accepted, I've had to track down information regarding registration and academic advising
myself
Not that I can recall. My only troubles was with admissions.
Sometimes it is very confusing about what step is next. You get e‐mails and you think you have complied only to find out
there was yet another step you didn't know about.
Residential and Dining Services
First‐time, first‐years
Dining specifics/ housing application dates
Dorm‐Rooms mostly
Housing application was confusing, should be redesigned. I'd be willing to help.
how big my bed is. :)
How much tuition and cost of living might be, as well as if I have been accepted to the Sustainability Dorm room...
How to apply for residential halls
I would love to see more pics of housing and campus
Info about campus housing online
Information about student life, recreation activities, social life, who lives on campus, and, in the course catalog, a phone
number for the admissions office. // Just odds and ends, like what immunizations do I need? How do I rent a fridge? Who do
I talk to about x?
Pictures of the dorms.
student recreation, housing infor
The essentials.. For instance.. Housing, Award letter..
The RAD Housing Application, but the search engine did the job.
Yes, what the dorms are like. There are not enough pictures online.
Transfer students
Costs and fees adjusted for decisions such as "Without Food Plan"
There needs to be more info about what it's like living in evergreen and where the simple necessities (exp. washing
machines, groceries ect.) are and where to get them. There should also be tours into what the student apartment housing
looks like, not just the first year dorms
Evergreen’s unique structure
First‐time, first‐years
Clarification of the 'design your own program' aspect of Evergreen.
How exactly do the areas of study work?
It was a little difficult to find information on how exactly the programs work.
Just a really diffinitive explanation about the interdisciplinary system
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Evergreen’s unique structure (cont’d)
Transfer students
Contact and notification about deadlines were limited, it seems and it was only when I called the school inquiring about how
classes were specifically run that I found out. Also, I would like to know more about the town and events that happen
throughout the year or social aspects of Evergreen. It would be helpful and interesting.
How the classes work. They are very different from other school. While this may be a great way to educate it still is as a fact
different from most other schools.
How to write self and class evaluations.
I had trouble understanding how degrees worked until I came for a visit, but that was partly because of how different it is
from traditional colleges.
Trying to understand ESC's unique academic program just based on the website's information was kind of confusing...it
wasn't until I visited the campus and attended an info session that I really understood.
Student activities, clubs, recreational opportunities
First‐time, first‐years
I could find virtually nothing about clubs on campus for non‐athletics recreation.
Information about student life, recreation activities, social life, who lives on campus, and, in the course catalog, a phone
number for the admissions office. // Just odds and ends, like what immunizations do I need? How do I rent a fridge? Who do
I talk to about x?
Student Activities
student recreation, housing infor
What the athletics accessibility/recreation are
Transfer students
club/organization information was a little hard to find...
current list of student clubs. The activities calendar was easy to find but not the contact person for clubs.
Not really, except hours the pool is open to student!
Physical campus information (directions, buildings, tours, parking, etc.)
First‐time, first‐years
1. Alumni success especially regarding where Evergreen graduates head to for postgraduate studies 2. [Student statistics] 3.
Video tours of the college and its facilities which would have been very handy for [a student who lives far away from the
campus] like me who cannot afford to just [fly to Washington] to check out the campus.
1. How to be accepted 2. Olympia Campus 3. How to start my email
answers about classes, financial aid, and registration i couldn't find out until meeting with a counselor. once at the campus it
was just hard to navigate
I would love to see more pics of housing and campus
If students were allowed cars, how much storage space is available.
Pictures of the campus, information about the facilities.
Transfer students
What are the other campuses?
Completion and life after graduation
First‐time, first‐years
1. Alumni success especially regarding where Evergreen graduates head to for postgraduate studies 2. [Student statistics] 3.
Video tours of the college and its facilities which would have been very handy for [a student who lives far away from the
campus] like me who cannot afford to just [fly to Washington] to check out the campus.
Finding the requirements I need for Masters in Teaching.
Maybe some on continuing education after one's bachelors degree.
Transfer students
Explanation of how graduate schools would receive/read narrative evaluations
how to meet requirements for BS degree
I've had a hard time finding a list of requirements in order to get a BS degree, as opposed to a BA.
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Student life
First‐time, first‐years
I wish that there was an easier way (besides a campus visit) to witness an average day in the life of a greener.
Information about student life, recreation activities, social life, who lives on campus, and, in the course catalog, a phone
number for the admissions office. // Just odds and ends, like what immunizations do I need? How do I rent a fridge? Who do
I talk to about x?
Navigating was just difficult enough to make me call to get information about over‐night stays instead of of finding it out on
the internet...Maybe I gave up too easily though.I was short of time. // not really. I wanted more reviews.
Transfer students
Contact and notification about deadlines were limited, it seems and it was only when I called the school inquiring about how
classes were specifically run that I found out. Also, I would like to know more about the town and events that happen
throughout the year or social aspects of Evergreen. It would be helpful and interesting.
I was looking for more information about how students from other states especially me who is coming from Massachusetts
and what it's like to fit in in a school with mostly students from the pacific northwest.
There needs to be more info about what it's like living in evergreen and where the simple necessities (exp. washing
machines, groceries ect.) are and where to get them. There should also be tours into what the student apartment housing
looks like, not just the first year dorms
Contacting different faculty/offices
First‐time, first‐years
Information about student life, recreation activities, social life, who lives on campus, and, in the course catalog, a phone
number for the admissions office. // Just odds and ends, like what immunizations do I need? How do I rent a fridge? Who do
I talk to about x?
The admissions office address : )
Transfer students
Financial Aid was very difficult to understand and navigate. Staff were'nt very helpful.
i had trouble figuring out the fiber arts program‐ i couldnt find info on the website. when i visited the campus, i was told the
staff is taking time off. when i registered for classes, i found an independent contract.... it was really unclear.
The occasional phone number or event was elusive, but overall it was no problem.
The website is sometimes difficult to navigate. Particularly with finding contacts.
Advising information
First‐time, first‐years
It was hard for me to see it is as a viable option for my field of interest […], but I attribute Evergreen's unique approach to
education and my ignorance of said approach
Transfer students
How to write self and class evaluations.
It would be nice if an academic advisor would or could reach out to new students/transfer students via the phone. Since
Evergreen is so far away it would be helpful to speak to a live person from time to time.
Not necessarily information about the college itself, but figuring out how to find work related to coursework or available
work at all was hard to understand fully without multiple readings.
The medical assisting program was not know to the student advisors.
There is a lot of info and guidance for incoming freshman, but Ive felt pretty ignored as an incoming transfer student. Ive
been kind of flailing around ‐ not really sure what am supposed to do, who to ask for help, what steps need to be taken etc.
My boyfriend who is in grad school at [state university] has helped me by knowing basic things ive never heard of like FAFSA
etc
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Dates, deadlines, and important events
First‐time, first‐years
Schedules seemed hard to find, important dates and little information like that.
Transfer students
Contact and notification about deadlines were limited, it seems and it was only when I called the school inquiring about how
classes were specifically run that I found out. Also, I would like to know more about the town and events that happen
throughout the year or social aspects of Evergreen. It would be helpful and interesting.
start dates for classes each quarter.
The next year academic calendar not being up on the website before the deadline to apply for admission.
Times and Dates of events: orientation, registration, etc...
yearly calendar
myevergreen.edu items: Student ID, Login Info, etc.
First‐time, first‐years
1. How to be accepted 2. Olympia Campus 3. How to start my email
Login ID if you lost that sheet
My student ID number.
My student ID when I lost it.
Transfer students
Website difficult to navigate. Student login and email rediculas w/ 3 separate login requirements using same information
Alternative study options (e.g.,Study Abroad, PLE, Internships)
First‐time, first‐years
Info about taking multiple classes
Study Abroad programs were difficult to understand/out of date on the website
Study Abroad!!
The study abroad and independent study information was a little hard to learn more about.
Transferring credits and Upside Down program
Q21: Transferring credits and Upside Down program
Ability to transfer w/ credits from integrated programs.
The only information that was particularly difficult to find was specific info about credit for IB test scores./Certain financial
aid questions were hard to answer from the website.
The scholarship information was slightly difficult to find, as well as information about how Evergreen accepts AP credits.
Transfer students
There is very little information about the Upside‐Down program
Translating Evergreen for external audiences
First‐time, first‐years
Credibility of a degree
People say Evergreen degrees dont mean anything and you can't get a job with one, and I haven't found anything
addressing that to say its wrong or its true.
Transfer students
Explanation of how graduate schools would receive/read narrative evaluations
Support Services
First‐time, first‐years
Information about student life, recreation activities, social life, who lives on campus, and, in the course catalog, a phone
number for the admissions office. // Just odds and ends, like what immunizations do I need? How do I rent a fridge? Who do
I talk to about x?
Transfer students
Info on health service options for students without health insurance
Services geared toward non‐traditional, older returning students who have 25‐years of working history.
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Book lists and Evergreen Bookstore
Transfer students
Difficult to navigate on the Evergreen website. Layout for current students page when logged in does not make sense unless
you know what you are looking for and what the institution calls it. I realize web design is difficult but, I still do not know if I
need books for my class(es). I've spent time on the website just perhaps not enough.
It was difficult to locate the class information needed to search for books on the book store site
Not particularly; however, I am used to having access to which books to purchase and class schedules very early on.
Evergreen feels a little "last minute" in comparison.
Other things hard to find/unavailable
First‐time, first‐years
1. Alumni success especially regarding where Evergreen graduates head to for postgraduate studies 2. [Student statistics] 3.
Video tours of the college and its facilities which would have been very handy for [a student who lives far away from the
campus] like me who cannot afford to just [fly to Washington] to check out the campus.
3rd party sources of alumni reviews
Evergreen's acceptance rate. Princeton said evergreen had 46 percent rate yet random sites said 99 percent.
I find that communicating now is harder then finding out the basic facts when I was applying.
Info on freshman requirements w/o having a computer
Where the school invests it's money, still looking.
Transfer students
classes that fit my degree were gone the day they gave me to sign up.
current geology professors
Not necessarily information about the college itself, but figuring out how to find work related to coursework or available
work at all was hard to understand fully without multiple readings.
Quality of faculty.
SAT college number for Evergreen
Something unspecified difficult to find
First‐time, first‐years
I had to have help from parents to understand the process
it still remains a mystery to me ‐ i'll know better when i get there...
Kind of.
Yes
Transfer students
It was a little obscure.
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No, Nothing hard to find
First‐time, first‐years
[with no additional details] (N=114)
Actually information about Evergreen was very easy to find with Google Search. // Nope.
All your questions can be asked if you find the right resource.
Evergreen has excellent communication. I had no problem finding any information I needed.
Everything was presented in a clear fashion. No problems.
Everything was very accessible.
No sir, everything was very well presented and easy to find.
no! I was able to find out everything I wanted to at Evergreen, and all mostly from the website, the campus tours, or by
email
No, everyone was really helpful
no, it was all very easy to access.
No, not at all. // No Everything I needed was easy to find
Nope everything was very easy to find on the website from other schools.
Nope, you made everything pretty easy
Not at all. I've noticed Evergreen has been the easiest University I've dealt with by far!
Not really all my questions got answered via phone or email
not really. Informative website and faculty
Whatever Information I couldn't find I could get by calling the school.
While looking at this school, I found everything that I needed in order to make my final choice. Having class sizes, campus
tours and class choices so readily available online was helpful because I live four hours away and don't want to drive the
extra way if it isn't necessary. I don't believe I had any trouble finding information about evergreen!
Transfer students
[with no additional details] (N=79)
Any questions I had were answered by a very adept admissions adviser.
Everything I needed to know about Evergreen has been found either through the website, the catalog, friends and the
Campus visit.
Everything I needed was either online or easy to get from advisers and counselors on campus.
I found everything I needed to know pretty easily, either through the website or by emailing staff.
No The staff at Evergreen are very helpful and friendly
No‐ website is difficult to navigate
No, Evergreen is well advertised, at least for someone living in the Pacific Northwest.
No, everything was clearly stated.
No, information that was not listed on the website has been readily available through phone calls to the school.
No, just my lack of understanding
No. Everyone seemed so helpful or willing to help everyone.
No. I had great resources at GHC.
No. The website was well‐designed and informative.
None, in fact, all interactions with all members of the staff, future classmates, and former Evergreen State College graduates
were positive, powerful, impressive, friendly, and compassionate. Therefore, the overall lasting impression is outstanding!
Nope I found answers to all the questions I needed
Nope. I know many people that go there.
Not as of yet, get back to me on that when I'm on campus! :)
Not really, alot of my friends from Oly go to Evergreen and provided me with most of my Q&A stuff.
Not really. All well done. A little time and all the information was there.
Recruiters sent to my college had all the answers
So far, I am very impressed with information that had been given to me. Evergreen's website is very informative and easy to
use. I received e‐mails and letters to help me understand every step of procedure for enrollment.
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